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Capote J, DiFranco M, Vergara JL. Excitation-contraction coupling alterations in \(mdx\) and utrophin/dystrophin double knockout mice: a comparative study. Am J Physiol Cell Physiol 298: C1077–C1086, 2010. First published February 3, 2010; doi:10.1152/ajpcell.00428.2009.—The double knockout mouse for utrophin and dystrophin (utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx) has been proposed to be a better model of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) than the \(mdx\) mouse because the former displays more similar muscle pathology to that of the DMD patients. In this paper the properties of action potentials (APs) and \(Ca^{2+}\) transients elicited by single and repetitive stimulation were studied to understand the excitation-contraction (EC) coupling alterations observed in muscle fibers from \(mdx\) and \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice. Based on the comparison of the AP durations with those of fibers from wild-type (WT) mice, fibers from both \(mdx\) and \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice could be divided in two groups: fibers with WT-like APs (group 1) and fibers with significantly longer APs (group 2). Although the proportion of fibers in group 2 was larger in \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx (36%) than in \(mdx\) mice (27%), the \(Ca^{2+}\) release elicited by single stimulation was found to be similarly depressed (32–38%) in \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx and \(mdx\) fibers compared with WT counterparts regardless of the fiber’s group. Stimulation at 100 Hz revealed that, with the exception of those from \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice, group 1 fibers were able to sustain \(Ca^{2+}\) release for longer than group 2 fibers, which displayed an abrupt limitation even at the onset of the train. The differences in behavior between fibers in groups 1 and 2 became almost unnoticeable at 50 Hz stimulation. In general, fibers from \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice seem to display more persistent alterations in the EC coupling than those observed in the \(mdx\) model.

muscular dystrophy; mammalian skeletal muscle; fluorescence microscopy

DMD, the most common and severe form of childhood muscular dystrophy, results from mutations in the dystrophin gene that lead to lack or nonfunctional expression of the membrane-associated cytoskeletal protein dystrophin (10, 18, 20, 25). In healthy muscle, dystrophin is proposed to act as a linker between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix through its interaction with proteins of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC) located on the plasma membrane (17). Most of the current knowledge about DMD pathophysiology comes from studies using the \(mdx\) mouse as a model because it lacks the expression of dystrophin. Furthermore, in both \(mdx\) mice and DMD patients, muscles undergo multiple muscle fiber degeneration/regeneration cycles and display reduced specific active force (18, 28). In this regard, it is noteworthy that the reduction in the \(Ca^{2+}\) release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) evoked by single AP stimulation (16, 30) in fibers from flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) muscles of \(mdx\) mice (with respect to WT mice) may explain the muscle weakness. Our laboratory further demonstrated that the voltage dependence of the excitation-contraction (EC) coupling process is not altered in \(mdx\) muscle fibers, and that the \(Ca^{2+}\) release limitation was not related to obvious changes in the properties of the APs nor to noticeable alterations in the structure or electrical characteristics of the transverse tubular system (TTS) (9, 29, 30).

Despite its attractiveness as a model for DMD, \(mdx\) mice, unlike DMD patients, have a nearly normal lifespan and do not develop severe myofibrosis and cardiomyopathy (5, 6, 13). As an explanation for the relatively mild pathophysiology exhibited by \(mdx\) mice, it has been suggested that utrophin, a dystrophin homologue coded by an autosomic gene (13, 25) and overexpressed in \(mdx\) mice, can compensate for the lack of dystrophin. In support of this hypothesis, two different groups (6, 13) developed a double knockout mouse for utrophin and dystrophin (utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx) and discovered that these mice are smaller than age-matched WT mice and display pronounced kyphosis, progressive muscle wasting, impaired mobility, and premature death. Altogether, research with this animal model has revealed that, though not an authentic genetic model of DMD, the utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx mouse better recapitulates the overall human pathology than the \(mdx\) mouse.

The purpose of the current work was to investigate whether the more severe phenotype of \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice is associated with a worsening of the impairment in the EC coupling seen in \(mdx\) muscle fibers. Overall, we found that fibers from \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice display a similar impairment in the \(Ca^{2+}\) release to that observed in \(mdx\) muscle fibers. However, these limitations become complicated by alterations in the electrical properties of the fibers, which are particularly pervasive in a subpopulation of fibers from the \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx animal model. We further demonstrate that high-frequency stimulation (e.g., 100 Hz), which is more akin the normal pattern of stimulation of mammalian skeletal muscle fibers under central nervous system (CNS) control (14), help to unmask intrinsic limitations in the EC coupling process, which may not be readily observable with low frequency or single pulse stimulation. A preliminary version of this work has been presented to the Biophysical Society (4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All the procedures involving animals were approved and carried out according to the guidelines of the UCLA Animal Care Committee. WT mice (C57Bl/10) were purchased from the Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME), and \(mdx\) (C57Bl/10ScSn-mdx/J) and \(utr^{-/-}\)/mdx mice (2–3 mo old) came from colonies established in our laboratory using founders obtained from the Jackson Laboratories and from Dr. J. R. Sanes, respectively. Genotyping was done by using PCR protocols as previously described (1, 12). Isolated fibers from FDB or interosseus (IO) muscles were obtained by enzymatic dissociation [40 min treatment with 3 mg/ml collagenase type 2 ( Worthington) in a shaking bath (40 rpm at 36°C) (29)]. Since FDB and IO muscles from
**Table 1. Dimensions of muscle fibers isolated from WT, mdx, and utr⁻/⁻/mdx mice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mice Strain</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Fiber Diameter, μm</th>
<th>Fiber Length, μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42.6 ± 9.9</td>
<td>456 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdx</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41.5 ± 7.9</td>
<td>479 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utr⁻/⁻/mdx</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36.2 ± 8.6*</td>
<td>409 ± 5*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD; n is the number of mice. WT, wild-type mice; mdx, dystrophin mice; utr, utrophin mice. utr⁻/⁻/mdx, double knockout mice for utrophin and dystrophin. *P < 0.05 ANOVA unpaired t-test comparison with WT values.

utr⁻/⁻/mdx mice contain fibers of smaller diameter than those from mdx and WT mice (see Table 1), all the experiments were performed in small fibers while attempting to match their diameters. In addition, only nonbranched muscle fibers were used.

**Electrophysiological techniques.** A two-microelectrode amplifier was used to stimulate the fibers and to record the membrane potential as described previously (9, 29, 30). Both current and voltage electrodes were filled with an internal solution containing (in mM): 78 K-aspartate, 30 EGTA, 15 Ca(OH)₂, 20 K-MOPS, 5 ATP disodium, 5 MgCl₂, 5 phosphocreatine disodium, and 5 glutathione, plus 0.1 g/l phosphocreatine kinase; pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH. The resistance of the electrodes was ~10 MΩ. The composition of the external Tyrode solution was (in mM): 145 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl₂, 1 MgCl₂, 10 Na-MOPS, and 10 dextrose; pH 7.2. The resting potential of the fibers was maintained at ~90 mV by the injection of a small steady current through the current electrode (~<15 nA, see Ref. 30); fibers requiring more than 15 nA were discarded. Single suprathreshold current pulses of 0.5 ms in duration, or trains of 30 pulses of the same duration delivered at frequencies ranging from 25 to 100 Hz, were used. The pulse amplitude was in the range of 200–300 nA. A resting period of 2 min was allowed between consecutive single pulse stimulations or 5 min between trains.

**Ca²⁺ release measurements.** Intracellular Ca²⁺ concentration changes elicited by single APs, or trains of APs, were detected by using the low-affinity fluorescent Ca²⁺ indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-5N [OGB-5N (Invitrogen), 250 μM]. Fluorescence changes, hereafter called OGB-5N transients, or Ca²⁺ transients, are normalized in ΔF/F units (8, 29, 30). A period of 30 min was allowed for dye diffusion and equilibration before starting the stimulation protocols. The optical setup used for global illumination/detection is based on an inverted fluorescence microscope (IX-70, Olympus, Japan). A 100-W tungsten-halogen lamp was used as a source of light, and excitation/emission wavelengths were selected using the following filter combination: 460–500 nm/505/525 nm (excitation/dichroic/emission; Chroma). A photodiode (UV-100, UDT) connected to a patch-clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200A, Axon Instruments) was used to detect the OGB-5N fluorescence. Experiments were performed at room temperature (18–19°C).

**Data acquisition, analysis, and statistics.** Electrical and optical data were acquired simultaneously, filtered at 5 kHz, and digitized with 16-bits resolution. The amplitude of APs and OGB-5N transients was calculated as the difference between peak and prestimulus (or interpulse) values as shown in Fig. 1. The ratio A₂/A₁, where A₂ and A₁ correspond to the amplitudes of the second and first OGB-5N transients of a train, respectively (Fig. 1), was calculated to measure the abrupt depression in Ca²⁺ release occurring in this particular interval. The full duration at half-maximum (FDHM) of the signals (APs and OGB-5N transients) were measured as described previously (30).

For single pulse stimulation, Ca²⁺ release fluxes were calculated from theoretical predictions with parameters adjusted to fit experimental ΔF/F transients using a single compartment model as previously described (9, 29, 30). Here, we used the following kinetic parameters for the OGB-5N dye: kₘᵣ = 0.16 μM⁻¹·ms⁻¹, kₒₒ = 8 ms⁻¹, and Fₘᵣ/Fₘᵢₙ = 37. They provided the best prediction (data not shown) of equilibrium and kinetic dye calibrations using DM-nitrophen flash photolysis techniques (11, 19). The concentrations and properties of the main endogenous buffers were reported previously (9, 29, 30) and assumed the same for all the fiber types in this work. For repetitive stimulation, the theoretical model was modified to allow for the generation of multiple Ca²⁺ transients; the decay of the amplitudes of the modeled Ca²⁺ transients during the train was adjusted using a double-exponential function to predict the experimental data.

Unless otherwise indicated, the experimental results were expressed as means ± SD of n observations. Sets of data were compared using Student’s t-test with P < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Morphological characteristics of utr⁻/⁻/mdx skeletal muscle fibers.** FDB and IO muscles in utr⁻/⁻/mdx mice are smaller than those in age-matched mdx and WT mice. Despite this morphological difference, enzymatic dissociation of utr⁻/⁻/mdx muscles yields a large amount of healthy fibers. This suggests that utr⁻/⁻/mdx muscle fibers actually do not display greater fragility compared with WT and mdx counterparts. As shown in Table 1, the diameter of dissociated fibers from utr⁻/⁻/mdx FDB and IO muscles is variable; nevertheless, the fibers are shorter and thinner than those from WT and mdx muscles. Branched fibers are less abundant in utr⁻/⁻/mdx than in mdx muscle fibers but, when present, the branches were considerably smaller in diameter than those in mdx fibers (data not shown). Because of the morphological differences among fibers from the three strains, we decided to use only nonbranched fibers with similar dimensions.

**Action potentials and Ca²⁺ signals in utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers.** Since a goal of this work is to investigate whether knocking off the expression of utrophin in an mdx background resulted in further impairment of the EC coupling beyond what has been found in fibers from mdx mice (9, 16, 29, 30), APs and OGB-5N fluorescence transients were simultaneously recorded from WT, mdx, and utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers (Fig. 2). It is apparent from Fig. 2A that while the durations of the APs recorded from WT (solid trace) and mdx fibers (dashed trace) are almost identical, the one from the utr⁻/⁻/mdx fiber (dotted trace) is longer. Figure 2B shows that though the OGB-5N transient recorded in the utr⁻/⁻/mdx muscle fiber is ~32% smaller than that from a WT fiber, it is not significantly different from.

![Fig. 1. Signal parameters. Example of OGB-5N transients recorded in response to 50 Hz stimulation. Critical parameters that will be used to characterize both the electrical and the optical signals obtained in response to a train of pulses are shown. Throughout the text, the amplitude of the signals will be calculated as: (peak value – interpulse value).](ajpcell.org)
that recorded from the mdx fiber (~38% smaller than WT), despite the aggravated phenotype and/or the prolongation of the AP exhibited by the utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers.

Mean values of the amplitudes and durations of APs and OGB-5N transients of pooled data recorded from WT, mdx, and utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers are shown in Table 2. The most relevant result regarding the electrical activity in the three populations of fibers is that both the amplitudes and durations of the APs recorded from utr⁻/⁻/mdx muscle are significantly altered with respect to those of WT and mdx fibers. Namely, Table 2 shows that the AP amplitude is reduced by ~6.5%, and the FDHM is increased by ~46% in utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers with respect to their WT counterparts, whereas mdx fibers did not display significant differences. It can also be observed from Table 2 that fibers from mdx and utr⁻/⁻/mdx mice display a significant reduction in the amplitude of the OGB-5N transients (~38 and 32%, respectively) when compared with the WT ones (P < 0.001). In contrast, differences in the amplitudes of OGB-5N transients between mdx and utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers are not significant (P > 0.3). Though individual OGB-5N transients in Fig. 2B seem to display similar durations, data in Table 2 reveal a slight prolongation in the FDHM of OGB-5N transients recorded from mdx fibers with respect to those from WT fibers (from ~1.6 to 1.8 ms, P < 0.02); a comparable prolongation was not significant for transients from utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers (P > 0.07). In agreement with previous reports, the peak Ca²⁺ release flux calculated from OGB-5N transients of mdx fibers (150.3 ± 32.1 μM/ms) was significantly smaller than that of their WT counterparts (242.4 ± 58.4 μM/ms). Utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers also showed a depressed Ca²⁺ release flux, calculated to be 165.7 ± 47.3 μM/ms, which is ~32% smaller than that in WT fibers.

A detailed statistical analysis of the distribution of amplitudes and durations of the APs in fibers from the three mice strains was performed to uncover possible sources of variability in the data contained in Table 2. Figure 3 shows frequency histograms of the amplitudes (Fig. 3, A, C, and E) and durations (Fig. 3, B, D, and F) of the APs recorded from WT (open bars), mdx (hatched bars), and utr⁻/⁻/mdx (double-hatched bars) fibers. The histogram in Fig. 3A shows that the AP amplitudes recorded from WT fibers fall within a normal distribution curve centered at 124.8 mV with a width of 14.2 mV (2×SD). This curve is also shown superimposed with the corresponding data from mdx (Fig. 3C) and utr⁻/⁻/mdx (Fig. 3E). It can be seen that most of the AP amplitudes measured from mdx fibers are enclosed within the same normal distribution of the WT mice, demonstrating that the amplitudes of APs in these two populations of fibers are not significantly different from each other. AP amplitudes in utr⁻/⁻/mdx mice, on the other hand, are weighed toward smaller values; ~73% of utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers display AP amplitudes that fall within the normal distribution of AP amplitudes from WT fibers, but the remaining ~27% of the fibers have AP amplitudes smaller than those from WT fibers (Table 3).

As shown in Fig. 3B, the distribution of the FDHM of APs from WT fibers is described by a Gaussian distribution centered at 2.17 ms with a width of 0.96 ms. Those from mdx fibers (Fig. 3D), though more widely distributed and shifted toward slightly longer values, are still within the range of the normal distribution from WT fibers. In contrast, ~36% of the APs recorded from utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers exhibit FDHM values that are significantly longer than those from WT fibers (Fig. 3F and see Table 3).

The distributions of AP amplitudes and FDHMs shown in Fig. 3 suggests that fibers from mdx and utr⁻/⁻/mdx muscles constitute functionally heterogeneous populations, when compared with those from WT muscles. To further investigate the EC coupling properties of these populations of fibers, we defined two groups using the FDHM of their APs as a criterion: group 1 (for both mdx and utr⁻/⁻/mdx mice) included fibers with APs FDHMs within 95% (average ± 2×SD) of those in WT fibers, and group 2 included fibers displaying values

Table 2. Amplitude and duration of APs and OGB-5N transients from control, mdx, and utr⁻/⁻/mdx fibers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mice Strain</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Amplitude, mV</th>
<th>FDHM, ms</th>
<th>ΔF/F Amplitude</th>
<th>ΔF/F FDHM, ms</th>
<th>Peak Ca²⁺ Release Flux, μM/ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>124.8 ± 7.1</td>
<td>2.17 ± 0.48</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.19</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.18</td>
<td>242.4 ± 58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdx</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>122.6 ± 9.7</td>
<td>2.48 ± 0.68</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.10*</td>
<td>1.80 ± 0.30*</td>
<td>150.3 ± 32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utr⁻/⁻/mdx</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>116.7 ± 9.5*</td>
<td>3.15 ± 1.25*</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.15*</td>
<td>1.74 ± 0.29*</td>
<td>163.7 ± 47.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD; n is the number of mice. APs, action potentials; FDHM, full duration at half-maximum amplitude; OGB-5N, Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-5N. *P < 0.05 ANOVA unpaired t-test comparison with WT values.
significantly longer. As shown in Table 3, 73% of the fibers from mdx mice belong to group 1 (mdx-1), whereas only ~64% of fibers from utr-/-/mdx mice belong to this group (utr-/-/mdx-1). The APs recorded from mdx-1 fibers (Fig. 4B) and utr-/-/mdx-1 (Fig. 4C) are not significantly different in amplitude and duration from those recorded from WT fibers (Fig. 4A); in contrast, APs from mdx-2 (Fig. 4D) and utr-/-/mdx-2 (Figs. 4E) fibers are smaller and considerably longer than those from control fibers (see also Table 3). Notably, Fig. 4 and Table 3 show that the amplitude of OGB-5N transients from mdx and utr-/-/mdx fibers are similarly impaired with respect to those from WT fibers (29–40% reduction in amplitude) regardless of the disparity in the AP parameters for each group of fibers. However, the FDHM of OGB-5N transients in mdx-2 and utr-/-/mdx-2 fibers are significantly longer than those from WT and group 1 fibers.

APs and Ca^{2+} transients elicited by high-frequency stimulation in mdx and utr-/-/mdx fibers. The CNS controls mechanical output during voluntary movement by recruiting various numbers of motor units and/or by activating the muscle fibers with multiple patterns of stimulation, which in mammals can reach frequencies exceeding 100 Hz (14). Thus it seemed relevant to investigate how is the Ca^{2+} release impairment manifested in both utr-/-/mdx and mdx fibers when they are stimulated with patterns that emulate the in vivo situation. We first studied the electrical activity and Ca^{2+} release in response to trains of 30 pulses applied at 100 Hz; as can be seen (Fig. 5A), APs with almost constant peak values (approximately 35 mV) were recorded from both mdx and utr-/-/mdx fibers, whereas the FDHM of Ca^{2+} transients was significantly longer in utr-/-/mdx fibers than in WT and group 1 fibers.

**Table 3. AP and OGB-5N transient characterization from groups 1 and 2 of mdx and utr-/-/mdx fibers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber Type</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Peak Value, mV</th>
<th>FDHM, ms</th>
<th>Peak Value</th>
<th>FDHM, ms</th>
<th>Peak Ca^{2+} Release Flux, μM/ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>124.80 ± 7.06</td>
<td>2.17 ± 0.48</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.19</td>
<td>1.57 ± 0.18</td>
<td>242.4 ± 58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdx-1</td>
<td>8/11</td>
<td>124.56 ± 10.13</td>
<td>2.18 ± 0.54</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.12*</td>
<td>1.71 ± 0.29</td>
<td>152.2 ± 36.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdx-2</td>
<td>3/11</td>
<td>117.36 ± 7.41</td>
<td>3.26 ± 0.15*</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.06*</td>
<td>2.04 ± 0.19*</td>
<td>145.2 ± 19.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utr-/-/mdx-1</td>
<td>9/14</td>
<td>119.90 ± 9.03</td>
<td>2.35 ± 0.61</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.17*</td>
<td>1.65 ± 0.29</td>
<td>183.8 ± 50.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utr-/-/mdx-2</td>
<td>5/14</td>
<td>111.01 ± 7.36*</td>
<td>4.58 ± 0.61*</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.12*</td>
<td>1.97 ± 0.14*</td>
<td>144.6 ± 37.2*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD; n is number of mice. *P < 0.05 ANOVA unpaired t-test comparison with WT values.
mV) are recorded from control fibers. Furthermore, membrane potential values at the interpulse repolarizations are maintained at a slightly depolarized level of approximately −70 mV throughout the train (Fig. 5A). For the same fiber, OGB-5N transients elicited by the train of APs are shown in Fig. 5D; unlike the APs, the peak values of the OGB-5N transients decay significantly along the train and the ΔF/F values between consecutive transients (interpulse ΔF/F) along the train increases, altogether making the amplitude of the OGB-5N transients (solid circles, Fig. 5D) to decay drastically during the train. Interestingly, the largest drop in amplitude of the transients thereafter, until it reaches a value of −17% that of the first transient at the end of the train (solid circles in Fig. 5F).

When the same pattern of stimulation was applied to fibers from utr/c-mdx mice, two paradigms of electrical and optical responses were recorded. The APs of utr/c-mdx-1 fibers (Fig. 5B) followed a pattern comparable to that observed in WT fibers. The only appreciable difference is that the interpulse membrane potential (approximately −65 mV) is slightly more positive than that typically observed in WT fibers. Furthermore, other than the fact that OGB-5N transients are significantly smaller than those recorded from WT fibers (as described previously for single AP stimulation), in utr/c-mdx-1 fibers the A2/A1 ratio (~0.5) and the subsequent decay of the amplitude of the Ca2+ transients are similar to those seen in WT fibers as can be appreciated by comparing the solid circles in Fig. 5, D and E. In contrast, utr/c-mdx-2 fibers (Fig. 5, C and F) demonstrate smaller AP amplitudes and more depolarized interpulse membrane potentials (approximately −55 mV) along the train, in a pattern that is unlike that observed in WT and utr/c-mdx-1 fibers. In addition, Ca2+ transients from utr/c-mdx-2 fibers display a significantly smaller A2/A1 ratio (~0.3), which is contrasted by a relatively smaller decay in the amplitude of the transients thereafter, until it reaches a value of −17% that of the first transient at the end of the train (solid circles in Fig. 5F).

Figure 6 display the time dependence of average data, measured in response to 100-Hz stimulation, from WT (n = 11), mdx-1 (n = 9), mdx-2 (n = 3), utr/c-mdx-1 (n = 5), and utr/c-mdx-2 (n = 6) fibers. It can be observed that the properties of the APs and Ca2+ transients during the train were highly conserved among WT fibers (Fig. 6, A and D). For them, the A2/A1 value was 0.45 ± 0.05; thereafter, the amplitude of the OGB-5N transients decays until it reaches steady values of −15% that of the first transient at the end of the train (Fig. 6D). This secondary decay process was fitted to a single exponential function with a decay time constant (τ) of 176 ± 79 ms (n = 11). Conversely, pooled data from single and double mutant mice (mdx and utr/c-mdx) illustrate that the two different patterns of electrical and optical responses described in Fig. 5 for individual utr/c-mdx fibers are preserved in the overall fiber populations. Namely, electrical responses from group 1 fibers from both mdx and utr/c-mdx (solid symbols, Fig. 6, B and C) are similar between them and with those recorded in WT fibers (Fig. 6A). OGB-5N transients of group 1 fibers display values of A2/A1 (0.42 ± 0.05 for mdx-1, 0.43 ± 0.08
for \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-1} \), and decay time constant (\( \tau = 119 \pm 41 \text{ ms} \) for \( \text{mdx-1} \), \( \tau = 174 \pm 83 \text{ ms} \) for \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-1} \), which are comparable to those in WT fibers. In contrast, the features of the APs elicited in group 2 fibers by 100-Hz stimulation (empty symbols, Fig. 6, B and C) are significantly different to those of APs from WT fibers. It can be seen that \( \text{mdx-2} \) fibers show the larger differences in peak AP, whereas \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-2} \) fibers show the more depolarized interpulse potential (compare

![Image of graphs showing APs and OGB-5N transients](image-url)

**Fig. 5.** APs and OGB-5N transients elicited by a train of high-frequency pulses. APs (solid traces, A–C) and corresponding OGB-5N (solid traces in D–F) elicited by trains of 30 pulses applied at 100 Hz. Data from WT, \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-1} \), and \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-2} \) fibers are shown in A and D, B and E, and C and F, respectively. Filled circles in D–F represent the amplitude of OGB-5N transients.

![Image of graphs showing peak and interpulse values](image-url)

**Fig. 6.** Peak and interpulse values of APs and OGB-5N transients during high-frequency stimulation. A–C: pooled data of the mean peak values (circles) and interpulse potentials (triangles) of APs recorded in response to 100-Hz stimulation from WT (\( n = 8 \)); \( \text{mdx-1} \) (closed symbols, \( n = 8 \)), and \( \text{mdx-2} \) (open symbols, \( n = 3 \)); and \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-1} \) (closed symbols, \( n = 3 \)) and \( \text{utr}^{+/+}/\text{mdx-2} \) (open symbols, \( n = 3 \)). D–F corresponding mean amplitude values of pooled data (circles) of OGB-5N transient recorded in correspondence to data in A–C respectively. Symbols represent means ± SE.
AP peaks and interpulse potentials in Fig. 6, B and C). Also, OGB-5N transients from mdx-2 and utr−/−/mdx-2 fibers display smaller A2/A1 values (0.26 ± 0.07 and 0.27 ± 0.05, respectively) and shorter time constants at the subsequent decay (103 ± 69 ms, 103 ± 53 ms, respectively), with respect to group 1 and WT fibers (Fig. 6, D–F). To facilitate a more in-depth comparison of the process of decay in the amplitude of OGB-5N transients during the train of APs in fibers from WT, mdx, and utr−/−/mdx mice, the data from Fig. 6, D–F, were normalized and superimposed in Fig. 7. It can be observed that during the first ~50 ms of the tetanic stimulation, the decay in both mdx-1 and utr−/−/mdx-1 fibers is comparable to that observed in WT fibers but significantly different from those in mdx-2 and utr−/−/mdx-2 fibers. Interestingly, after ~100 ms, whereas the amplitudes of the transients in mdx-1 fibers decay similarly to WT fibers, those in utr−/−/mdx-1 fibers decay abruptly to reach values comparable to those of both mdx-2 and utr−/−/mdx-2 fibers.

Rate of Ca2+ release during high-frequency trains. To assess the impact that the lack of both dystrophin and utrophin had on the Ca2+ release mechanisms of adult mammalian muscle fibers, we compared the Ca2+ release fluxes underlying OGB-5N transients recorded from WT and utr−/−/mdx fibers. Representative results, shown in Fig. 8, A–C, were calculated from the data in Fig. 5, D–F, respectively. For a typical WT fiber (Fig. 8A), the peak Ca2+ release for the first transient of the train was ~230 µM/ms. This value falls to ~109 µM/ms at the second transient, and decays progressively thereafter reaching ~35 µM/ms at the end of the train (Fig. 8A). As shown in Table 3, the Ca2+ release flux calculated in response to a single stimulus, or the first stimulus of a train, is always significantly smaller for fibers from mutant mice than for WT fibers. A value of ~175 µM/ms was calculated for the utr−/−/mdx-1 and utr−/−/mdx-2 fibers shown in Fig. 8, B and C, which is ~24% smaller than those from WT mice. It should be noted that group 1 displayed a drop in peak Ca2+ release to approximately ~100 µM/ms in the second transient and ~31 µM/ms at the end of the train. In contrast, group 2 fibers displayed an abrupt depression in the Ca2+ release to ~49 µM/ms at the second transient and reached ~19 µM/ms at the end of the train.

APs and Ca2+ transients in fibers stimulated at 50 Hz. It could be reasoned that the electrical responses and OGB-5N transients recorded from group 2 fibers (from both mdx and utr−/−/mdx mice) in response to trains of repetitive stimulation would be less impacted by the prolongation of individual APs if the frequency of stimulation is reduced. To verify if this is the case, fibers from the three mice strains were stimulated with trains of 30 pulses at 50 Hz. Interestingly, unlike what was shown for 100 Hz (Fig. 6), at 50 Hz, the peak and interpulse values of APs (Fig. 9, B–C) and the amplitudes of OGB-5N transients (Fig. 9, E–F) recorded from groups 1 and 2 fibers became more similar to each other. In fact, for mdx mice, the differences in the features of APs and OGB-5N transients recorded from the mdx-1 and mdx-2 fibers become negligible. For utr−/−/mdx mice, the difference in the amplitude of the OGB-5N transients recorded from the mdx-1 and mdx-2 fibers is smaller than that seen at 100 Hz but still significant for the first 60 ms of the train (P < 0.05). In addition, the A2/A1 ratios of OGN-5N transients recorded from fibers belonging to the five fibers’ populations [0.57 ± 0.04 (n = 11), 0.56 ± 0.04 (n = 9), 0.50 ± 0.04 (n = 3), 0.61 ± 0.04 (n = 5), and 0.50 ± 0.03 (n = 5) for WT, mdx-1, mdx-2, utr−/−/mdx-1, and utr−/−/mdx-2 fibers, respectively] are quite similar when using 50 Hz stimulation.
Nav1.4 channel eventually related to variability in the expression, targeting, and/or functional properties of the fibers are unknown, but they could stem from alterations in FDHM in pulses and repetitive stimulation. The APs amplitude and based on the properties of the electrical responses to single populations of fibers, which could be divided in two groups WT fibers (Fig. 4, Table 3).

may lead to functional deficits in NaV1.4 channels in et al. (24) that an unbalance in the expression of syntrophins and/or other regulatory proteins in dystrophic fibers (15, 21, 24). In this regard, the proposal by Riboux that the unbalanced expression of syntrophins in dystrophic fibers could provide an explanation for the limitations seen in the fibers that alterations in the AP conduction in the TTS, in the voltage dependence of the transduction process at the triads, and in the SR Ca2+ content, do not seem to be critical causes associated with the absence of both dystrophin and utrophin and the altered expression or physiological dysregulation of the NaV1.4, thus explaining the smaller and longer APs recorded from mdx-1 and mdx-2 fibers. The question that remains though, is why the electrical responses from group 1 fibers from both mdx and mdx mice are spared from these deficits? New experiments using voltage-clamp conditions and potentiometric dyes to evaluate the NaV1.4 channel properties (amplitude, kinetics, and voltage dependence of the sodium currents) and estimate the channel density at the TTS membranes (26), in parallel with the use of immunohistochemical analysis to test for syntrophins’ expression and location, will be necessary to unveil these important mechanistic issues.

In contrast to what we found regarding APs, we observed that the reduction in Ca2+ release elicited by single pulse stimulations is similar for both mdx and mdx-2 mice, regardless of the fiber group (group 1 or 2; see Table 3). Although the exact mechanisms leading to the Ca2+ release impairment observed in both mouse strains remain to be determined, our laboratory has already demonstrated in mdx fibers that alterations in the AP conduction in the TTS, in the voltage dependence of the transduction process at the triads, and in the SR Ca2+ content, do not seem to be critical causes (9, 27, 29, 30). Consequently, we speculate that in fibers from mdx mice, the Ca2+ release limitation is probably confined to the altered expression or physiological dysregulation of the RyR1 Ca2+ release channel (29). From the similarity of results presented here for mdx and mdx-2 fibers, it seems possible to suggest that the Ca2+ release impairments may have a

Fig. 9. Peak and interpulse values of APs and OGB-5N transients during 50 Hz stimulation. A–C: pooled data of the mean peak values (circles) and interpulse potentials (triangles) of APs recorded in response to 50-Hz stimulation from WT (closed symbols, n = 6); mdx-1 (closed symbols, n = 8) and mdx-2 (open symbols, n = 3); and utr+/mdx-1 (closed symbols, n = 5) and utr+/mdx-2 (open symbols, n = 3). D–F shows the corresponding mean amplitude values of pooled data of OGB-5N transient recorded in correspondence to data in A–C respectively. Symbols represent means ± SE.
common root for both strains of mice. However, more extensive experiments, similar to those already done in mdx fibers (9, 27, 29, 30), will be necessary to ultimately verify this hypothesis.

Total [Ca\(^{2+}\)] changes calculated from single pulse transients in WT, mdx, and utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx fibers were (in \(\mu\)M): 341 \(\pm\) 79 (n = 15), 238 \(\pm\) 40 (n = 11), and 261 \(\pm\) 71 (n = 14), respectively; thus, mutant fibers release \(~70%\) the total Ca\(^{2+}\) per AP compared with normal fibers. These values, and that of the peak Ca\(^{2+}\) release flux in WT fibers (242 \(\pm\) 58 \(\mu\)M/ms) are in close agreement with those calculated by other authors for EDL muscle fibers (346 \(\pm\) 6 \(\mu\)M and 212 \(\pm\) 4 \(\mu\)M/ms, respectively; means \(\pm\) SE, 16°C) using a similar single compartment model (3). This coincidence of results for WT fibers not only reinforces the validity of calculations made from data obtained under different experimental conditions, but it also suggests that the reduction in peak Ca\(^{2+}\) fluxes (and total [Ca\(^{2+}\)] changes) reported here for mdx and utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx fibers are not accounted for by the abnormal upregulation of genes encoding proteins typical of slow muscles (2, 23) since slow-twitch fibers show significantly smaller values for both calculations (70 \(\mu\)M/ms and 127 \(\mu\)M; Ref. 3). Our results are in general agreement with reports suggesting that the specific twitch force in fast muscles (EDL) from mdx and utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx mice is comparable but smaller than that in WT muscles (7). An important conclusion from the above observations is that the Ca\(^{2+}\) release impairment observed with single pulse stimulation in mdx fibers is not significantly ameliorated by the overexpression of utrophin. This unanticipated result is apparently inconsistent with the claimed role that utrophin is an equivalent functional substitute of dystrophin in muscles from mdx mice (6, 7, 12, 22). However, as discussed below, the presence of utrophin seems to improve the ability of mdx-1 fibers to sustain Ca\(^{2+}\) release during longer periods of 100-Hz tetanic stimulation.

Regarding mdx fibers, the data presented in this paper using 30 mM EGTA are in good agreement with previous results from our laboratory using different ethylene glycol-bis(\(\beta\)-aminoethyl ether)-\(N,N,N',N'\)-tetraacetic acids but otherwise similar experimental conditions (30). We found here that mdx fibers display 38% depression of both OGB-5N transients and peak Ca\(^{2+}\) flux, which are comparable to the 43% and 45% depression for the same respective parameters obtained previously using 5 mM ethylene glycol-bis(\(\beta\)-aminoethyl ether)-\(N,N,N',N'\)-tetraacetic acid (30). Nonetheless, our data are at odds with those recently obtained from intact EDL fibers from mdx mice (16); these authors report a smaller depression (~26%) of the peak Ca\(^{2+}\) flux. Whereas this discrepancy is intriguing, it may stem from differences in the methodology used to record Ca\(^{2+}\) signals.

Since discharge frequencies up to 100 Hz have been measured in motoneurons from ambulant rodents (14), we measured the electrical activity and calcium release elicited by this frequency. Experiments using this frequency of stimulation revealed that fibers from WT animals showed a very uniform pattern of electrical and optical responses. In contrast, fibers from utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx mice, and to a lesser extent those from mdx mice, exhibited heterogeneous patterns of responses. In general, group I fibers behaved similarly to WT fibers (Fig. 7, solid symbols) with the exception of utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx-1 fibers in which the Ca\(^{2+}\) transients show an abrupt decay toward values similar to those of group 2 fibers after \(~60\) ms. We propose that the limitation in the ability to sustain Ca\(^{2+}\) release during a high-frequency tetanus, which is not observed in mdx-1 fibers, is linked to the lack of expression of utrophin in these fibers; this argues for a role of this protein on the preservation of EC coupling mechanisms during repetitive stimulation as they may occur in vivo.

Group 2 fibers, on the other hand, displayed Ca\(^{2+}\) responses with highly reduced A2/A1 ratio and depressed amplitudes during the first 50 ms of the train. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that the abrupt limitation in amplitude of the Ca\(^{2+}\) transients during the 100-Hz trains observed in group 2 fibers may be linked to the reduced amplitude and increased duration of the APs (already suggested to emerge from the absence of dystrophin and/or utrophin in these fibers). In support of these ideas, differences in the pattern of Ca\(^{2+}\) release during trains of 30 pulses between group 1 and group 2 mutant fibers became almost unnoticeable at 50 Hz (Fig. 9) or lower frequencies of stimulation (data not shown). Though the actual cause(s) for the prolongation of the APs in group 2 fibers is (are) unknown yet, our results suggests that this alteration may lead to an increased limitation of Ca\(^{2+}\) release at high frequencies of stimulation. Interestingly, our data showing that the proportion of group 2 fibers is significantly larger in utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx than in mdx muscles (Table 3), coupled with these fibers’ severe limitations at high-frequency stimulations (Figs. 6 and 8), are in good agreement with data showing that the depression of tetanic tension is more marked for utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx than mdx muscles during 300 ms, 125-Hz trains (7).

In summary, fibers from utr\(^{-/-}\)/mdx mice seem to display more pervasive alterations in the EC coupling than those observed in the mdx model; these limitations would have been unnoticed by not using high-frequency stimulation but are quite relevant to the functional performance of the muscle fibers under CNS control.
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